EMC SOFTWARE WARRANTY

1. Except as otherwise agreed by EMC® and the customer in a written agreement or as set forth below, the warranty duration for software provided under an agreement directly between EMC as licensor and the customer is ninety (90) days from the date of shipment, or the date of electronic availability, as applicable.

2. The warranty duration for Core Software (the programming or microcode firmware included by EMC with equipment to enable the equipment to perform is basic functions) is the same as the warranty duration of the equipment on which the Core Software is designed to operate.

3. The warranty duration for software (i) identified as “EMC Select;” or (ii) provided under a license agreement from an entity other than EMC, is as separately stated in the license agreement accompanying such software.

4. The foregoing warranty durations apply to software listed on orders submitted to EMC during the period in which the applicable warranty duration is in effect. EMC may change the warranty durations described above at any time and shall notify customer of such change via reposting to this site. However, any such change shall not apply to any software listed on an order referencing a valid EMC Quote that is dated prior to the date of such change.
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